
 
Applications
Built for use with the largest SnowEx® spreaders, 
the PWX-200 and PWX-250 are the most efficient 
pre-wetting sprayers yet. They apply brine to the 
spreading material as it's being delivered to the 
spinner, helping to lower salt usage and increase 
level of service. They’re seriously effective tools 
for the most serious snow and ice management 
professionals.

Cab-Mounted Smart Control
Let the Control Do All the Work
Thanks to its data link capabilities, the cab-mounted 
control* communicates with the spreader control 
to automatically apply the optimal amount of brine 
according to the spread rate. It’s one less thing you 
have to worry about on the job.
*PWX-200 sprayer compatible with SP-9300X 
spreader only. PWX-250 sprayer compatible with 
SP-9500X and SP-9800X spreaders only. 

Speed Control  Variable speed with data link to Super Maxx™ control
Wiring Harness  Completely loomed with molded plugs

Capacity   200 Gal.
Spraying Width  N/A
Spraying Volume  2 gpm

Empty (weight)  170 lbs.
Overall Length  93.75"
Overall Height  25.33"
Overall Width  15.75”
Floor Length   144”
Floor Width   88“
Tank Length   89”
Tank Width   16”

DIMENSIONS

OPERATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

Frame   Powder coated steel
Tank   One-piece LLDPE safety yellow poly 
Motors   12-volt direct-drive pump
Mounting   Mounting kit included

CONSTRUCTION

PRE-WET SPRAYER PWX-200
 

Call: 1-800-785-3301 Fax: 262-786-6111 customerservice@reinders.com
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12-Volt Motor
Reliable…Consistent…Electric
Like many other SnowEx products, the PWX-200 
and PWX-250 are completely electric powered. 
They come with a low-maintenance 12-volt motor 
and direct-drive pump for consistent, reliable 
operation.
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Built for use with the largest SnowEx® spreaders, 
the PWX-200 and PWX-250 are the most efficient 
pre-wetting sprayers yet. They apply brine to the 
spreading material as it's being delivered to the 
spinner, helping to lower salt usage and increase 
level of service. They’re seriously effective tools 
for the most serious snow and ice management 
professionals.

Cab-Mounted Smart Control
Let the Control Do All the Work
Thanks to its data link capabilities, the cab-mounted 
control* communicates with the spreader control 
to automatically apply the optimal amount of brine 
according to the spread rate. It’s one less thing you 
have to worry about on the job.
*PWX-200 sprayer compatible with SP-9300X 
spreader only. PWX-250 sprayer compatible with 
SP-9500X and SP-9800X spreaders only. 

Speed Control  Variable speed with data link to Super Maxx™ control
Wiring Harness  Completely loomed with molded plugs

Capacity   250 Gal.
Spraying Width  N/A
Spraying Volume  2 gpm

Empty (weight)  200 lbs.
Overall Length  105.25"
Overall Height  32"
Overall Width  14.66”
Floor Length   155”
Floor Width   94“
Tank Length   100”
Tank Width   13.5”

DIMENSIONS

OPERATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

Frame   Powder coated steel
Tank   One-piece LLDPE safety yellow poly 
Motors   12-volt direct-drive pump
Mounting   Mounting kit included

CONSTRUCTION

PRE-WET SPRAYER PWX-250
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12-Volt Motor
Reliable…Consistent…Electric
Like many other SnowEx products, the PWX-200 
and PWX-250 are completely electric powered. 
They come with a low-maintenance 12-volt motor 
and direct-drive pump for consistent, reliable 
operation.
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